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	This book will teach you how to use Storm for real-time data processing and to make your applications highly available with no downtime using Cassandra.


	
		The book starts off with the basics of Storm and its components along with setting up the environment for the execution of a Storm topology in local and distributed mode. Moving on, you will explore the Storm and Zookeeper configurations, understand the Storm UI, set up Storm clusters, and monitor Storm clusters using various tools. You will then add NoSQL persistence to Storm and set up a Cassandra cluster. You will do all this while being guided by the best practices for Storm and Cassandra applications. Next, you will learn about data partitioning and consistent hashing in Cassandra through examples and also see high availability features and replication in Cassandra. Finally, you'll learn about different methods that you can use to manage and maintain Cassandra and Storm
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A Young Generation Under Pressure?Springer, 2010

	Justice between generations is still not as prominent on any agenda as justice between rich and poor or men and women. For the first time, this three-part book explores the situation of young people of today in comparison to their direct predecessors. The first part, The Financial Situation of the Young Generation in a Generational...
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51 High-Tech Practical Jokes for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Give your friends and family the shock of their lives! 51 High-Tech Practical Jokes for the Evil Genius has everything you need to pull devastatingly funny (and safe!) technical pranks. From the “evasive beeping thing” to “rats in the walls” to the “rigged lie detector,” you’ll find a plethora of...
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The Best of Wedding Photojournalism: Techniques and Images for Professional Digital Photographers, 2nd EditionAmherst Media, 2010

	Not that many years ago, wedding photographers
	were known as “weekend
	warriors; they were wedding photographers on wedding
	days and worked at other full-time jobs the rest of
	the week. The status of the wedding photographer—
	both among other photographers and the public at
	large—was very low. They were often...
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Character Animation with Direct3DCharles River, 2009

	Do you want to learn how to make your game characters look and move more realistically? Character Animation with Direct3D shows you how to apply fundamental character animation techniques to Direct3D technology to bring your characters to life. Beginning with a brief history of character animation, you?ll be introduced to the most common...
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Nanomaterials and Plant PotentialSpringer, 2019

	
		This book discusses the latest developments in plant-mediated fabrication of metal and metal-oxide nanoparticles, and their characterization by using a variety of modern techniques. It explores in detail the application of nanoparticles in drug delivery, cancer treatment, catalysis, and as antimicrobial agent, antioxidant and the...
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Pro WPF and Silverlight MVVM: Effective Application Development with Model-View-ViewModelApress, 2010

	WPF and Silverlight are unlike any other user interface (UI) technologies. They have been built to a new paradigm that—if harnessed correctly—can yield unprecedented power and performance. This book shows you how to control that power to produce clean, testable, maintainable code.

	

	It is now recognized that any...
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